
WALL LIGHTS WITH L BRACKET

CAPE WALL LIGHT

WALL LIGHTS WITH BACK PLATE

* The Stem, Wheal and Hanter Wall lights are available with or without an inline 
switch and plug. The options below detail both methods of  installation. *

- Mark out where the wall light needs to be positioned on the wall. Use a spirit level to 
ensure it is going to sit straight (1).
- Drill two holes where you have marked (2). We have supplied two wall plugs if  fi tting 
to masonary (6mm hole). Suitable fi xings should be used for all other wall types.

OPTION 1 (inline switch and plug)
- Using the provided screws (3) attach the light to the wall as detailed above and use the 
wooden plugs (4) to conceal the screws and simply plug the light into the nearest outlet. 

OPTION 2 
* WIRING MUST BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN*
- Using the connection box provided, connect the isolated electricity supply to the light. 
This connection should be concealed within the back plate of  the light. 
- Using the provided screws (3) attach the light to the wall as detailed above and use the 
wooden plugs (4) to conceal the screws.

 Urchin Wall Light
 Scots Wall Light
 Eddy Wall Light

 Stem Wall Light
 Wheal Wall Light
 Hanter Wall Light

Including:  Including:  

* WIRING MUST BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN *

- Connect the lamp holder to the electricity supply by unscrewing the threaded section 
of  the bulb holder and connect the wires via the screw terminals. Screw into the wall 
using the silver slotted screws and wall plugs (if  required) supplied (1).

- Position the wooden L bracket (3) the correct height from lamp holder, referring to 
the key below. Make sure it is level and attach to the wall using the gold screws and 
wall plugs if  required (2).

* The wooden lip of  the L bracket must be facing upwards. *  

Attach a golf  ball sized low energy light bulb (MAX 25 WATT) E27 (E26 in U.S)

- Carefully hook the wall light over the wooden bracket so the rear lampshade bar ,as 
detailed above, hooks and sits on the wall bracket. Make sure the lampshade is 

central to the bracket and lamp holder (4).

 -Urchin Wall Light -  7cm 

 -Eddy Wall Light -  7cm 

 -Scots Wall Light -  0cm 

(The bracket for the Scots Wall Light sits fl ush to the top of  the lamp holder)
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* The Stem, Wheal and Hanter Wall lights are available with or without an inline * The Stem, Wheal and Hanter Wall lights are available with or without an inline 
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- Attach the back plate to the wall as 
detailed above using the screws (and 
wall plugs if  required) provided. 
- Place the pointed part of  the shade 
onto the lip of  the back plate and push 
in the provided mini axle pegs (4). The 
pegs are designed to fi t tightly so may 
need to be gently tapped in. Attach a 
golf  ball sized B22 LED bulb (MAX 
28 WATT)  75mm max length

* WIRING MUST BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN*
- Following the steps above, mark out through the countersunk holes where the back plate 
of  the wall light needs to be positioned (1). 
- Unscrew the brass ring cover (2) of  the bulb holder to allow access to the terminals. 
Connect the terminals in the brass bulb holder to the electricity supply and screw the 
cover back on.
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